
Why Android

most widely used mobile OS

open source (caveats)

core aspect: mobile apps

this is why they are so useful
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Apple iOS

iOS is quite closed

OS is closed source
apps only work on apple phones
only from app store
not easy to “jail break”
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AOSP

android open source project

the code for the “OS” part of Android

a java OS on top of a linux Kernel
API that gives lots of functionality
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AOSP API

the API is enormous

this course isn’t about making apps

it is about the hacking part, the security part

it is about instrumenting it

if you see an API you don’t know, google it
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Is AOSP open?

open

all the code for a mobile OS
built on Linux kernel
anyone can submit patches

closed

Google approves all patches
Google develops new versions privately and releases them
Google apps not included
most apps not open source
most drivers not open source
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Linux Irony

Linus always wanted a desktop operating system

he’ll have to settle for dominating mobile and server
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Android Apps

written in Java, C++, kotlin

java and kotlin compile to byte code
run in the ART interpreter (Android runtime)

uses Android API

extension to Java SDK
plus lots more things
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Android Apps

activity

interactive window, buttons, text, pictures, etc.

content provider

SQL databases with different semantics

service

long-running non-UI thread

broadcast receiver

callbacks for events, like phone unlocked

permissions

capabilities that an app can use, like get location
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Android Apps

application code

the main part of the app
activities, content providers, services, broadcast receivers

library code

existing code that is just taken and put in
e.g., game engine, advertising library, etc.

resource code

animations, images, fonts, constants, blobs

native code

C++ code, compiled assembly
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Android’s Not Java

not based on Sun

class lib from Apache Harmony

bytecode is non standard: smali

different VM/runtime

different GUI

not supporting java going forward
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Android is based on Linux

every app has its own Linux user ID

each has its own security sandbox

standard process isolation
restricted file system permissions
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App Installation

new linux user is created for that app

each app given a private directory

called internal storage
no other app can access it
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How can Apps Do things

get location

send SMS

draw on UI

play a sound

talk to other apps
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These are all done through Managers
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Managers and Services

most components in AOSP are accessed through managers
AudioManager, TelephonyManager, LocationManager
these are facades which run as the apps’ UID

Managers use binder to call the same function on the
corresponding service

AudioService, etc.
these run as user 1000 = system
use the caller’s UID when deciding permissions
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Binder

a form of IPC for android
communicates via /dev/binder
uses ioctl syscall
IPC is needed because every app is its own UID

binder allows calling methods on remote objects as though it were
local

IPC is done transparently from app perspective

binder keeps track of UID / PID
this is needed for security
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Binder

allows sending objects
parcelable type, need to define your own marshalling
built-in for most types

can send file descriptors across process boundaries too

android interface definition language AIDL defines interfaces
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Two other lightweight IPC: intents and content providers.
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Intents

a simple asynchronous messaging framework
not a function call but just sending a letter
intents go into a queue and are delivered later
intents can have data to send
intents can go to different apps
intents can be subscribed to

e.g., notification when an SMS is received
these are called BroadcastReceivers
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Intents

async only

not low-latency
no real API

like an ioctl

based on binder
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ContentProvider

another form of IPC

a wrapper for SQL statements
Android uses SQL database for data

call logs, calendar, contact list, etc.
apps can create their own

ContentProvider is an interface for it
converts query, insert, etc., into SQL statements
thereby disallows arbitrary SQL commands
platform can check permissions for calls
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Logging and Logcat

Android has a common logging framework
Log.i(TAG, string): info log (w/e/d)
Log.i(TAG, string, exception): log and print stack trace
System.out.println(string) uses same log as info with TAG System.out

logs can be viewed with logcat
cats the logfile and follows it as more come
used via debug bridge: adb logcat
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Android Debug Bridge (adb)

command line interface for the phone

can open shell: adb shell

can read logs: adb logcat
can install apps: adb install blah.apk

android package

can reboot phone: adb reboot
can boot bootloader: adb reboot bootloader

bootloader is where you can flash

and lots more
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Using ADB requires:
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Using ADB requires:
enabling developer options (click build number in settings

10 times)
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Using ADB requires:
enabling developer options (click build number in settings

10 times)
plugging in phone with USB data cable to a computer
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Using ADB requires:
enabling developer options (click build number in settings

10 times)
plugging in phone with USB data cable to a computer

running adb commands
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Using ADB requires:
enabling developer options (click build number in settings

10 times)
plugging in phone with USB data cable to a computer

running adb commands
allowing the phone to accept those commands from that

computer
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Permissions

some permissions are “dangerous”
microphone, camera, location, etc.

some are hierarchical
write contacts implies read contacts

dangerous ones can be revoked using ask-on-first-use controls
the permissions screen in apps

there is a shared storage “external” i.e., SD card
here getting permission translates to unix permissions
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Permissions

some are not dangerous but should be
receive boot completed allows apps to start on boot
receive user present allows apps to start when screen is open
read clipboard

some aren’t permissioned at all
read accelerometer data
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Example: Get Phone Number
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Example: getLastLocation()

app calls android API
LocationManager.getLastLocation()
still in app sandbox

this does a binder call to
LocationManagerService.getLastLocation()

this is now privileged service
this actually needs to check if app can get location

i.e., permission system
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Example: user ID generation
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Example: Instrument on-screen keyboard
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Example: java itself
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Example: unlink()ing files
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